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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM

What has been and.what is the philo~ophy of educators

in regard to supervision of instruction? It is the aim of

this thesis on Trends !n the Philosophy Qt Supervision ~

Instruction to discuss this question historically.

PROCEDURE

First, an exhaustive study was made, through the

Teachers' Special Library in Indianapolis, of all the books

that treated of supervision of instruction. The material

was treated chronologically.

Secondly, magazine articles that seemed to deal with

the subject were selected from the Readers' GUide and the

Education Index. As many of these articles as were available

in the Teachers' Special Library, were reviewed, and the

material procured therefrom was used to amplify the contribu

tions from books on the supervision of instruction.

No effort has been made to ascribe supervisory activi

ty to any definite official. Emphasis has been placed on

prevalent philosophies rather than on the persons who exer

cised the duties of the supervisor; hence, the term principal
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and supervisor are used at various times during the discus-
-

sion without intention, however, of'implying that the one or

the other was mainly responsible for supervision.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Perhaps no other agency has been so vitally influen

tial in characterizing the educational aims and policies of

any given time than has been the philosophy of supervisors

of instruction. Their beliefs and procedures have colored

teacher attitudes and teaching techniques. Consequently, a

study of the philosophy of supervision of instruction is in

teresting, enlightening in the consideration of teaching,

teacher growth, and pupil growth, and significant in viewing

general educational trends and problems.

Basically, supervision of instruction is child-cen

tered and through teacher-growth seeks to further maximum

child growth. The influence of each teacher is unquestion

ably'an important contributory factor in effecting the de

velopment of the child into the most efficient person he is

capable of becoming, but the supervisor is the consolidating

force which seeks to co-ordinate and unify the child's edu

cational experience by gUiding and integrating teacher

efforts.

Supervision of instruction is, then, the process con

cerned with all those aspects of organized education that
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tend to promote the growth of the teacher as an individual

personality, as an:instructor in the school, and as a par-
I

ticipant in professional relationships. The great need to-

day is for teachers who have the capacity for continuing

growth. These teachers are not necessarily people who are

primarily scholars, researchers, or especially gifted in any

particular line, but they are big people, people who have a

comprehensive, well balanced outlook on life, who know how

to get along with other people and with themselves, who are

well integrated personalities. To promote such teacher

growth is the major objective of the supervisor of instruc-
1

tion.

In order to achieve such an objective there must be

careful planning, a sound philosophy. William James de

fines philosophy as "an attempt to think clearly and method

ically about certain notions which are always turning up in

our thinking and which seem neaessary to our thinking but

which the special sciences do not tell us about."

Certainly, the philosophy of educators in regard to

teacher growth is of such importance as to stamp its im-

press upon concurrent educational problems.

1
John B. Whitelaw, "Criteria for Evaluating the

Effectiveness of Supervision," Educational Administration
and Supervision" 25: 1-5, January, 1941.
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CHAPTER II

EARLY TRENDS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF SUPERVISION

OF INSTRUCTION

Any conception of supervision is necessarily a direct

result of a conception of society and of the function of the

school in the social group. Early supervision, then, took

its coloring from a society in prooess of organization. In

Amerioan education, supervision had its inception in the

early ideals and environmental factors which led the Pilgrim

Fathers to co-operate in community enterprises undertaken

for their mutual welfare, benefit, and progress. 2

The word supervision first appeared, according to

Coffman, in the early 70's, but the attempts to define super

vision were, he states, "grimly humorous. 1I As samples, he

cites the fOllowing,3 some of them gathered from writers of

distinction:

. Supervision is taking a broad view, the general view,
and seeing the back and middle grounds as well as the
foreground with its details. Supervision is the vision
in the old and beautiful sense of seeing things invisi-

2
George Kyte, How!Q Supervise, Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1930, p. 3.

3
L. D. Coffman, liThe Control of Educational Progress

through School Supervision," National Education Association
proceedings, 4:187, 1917.
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The supervisor, in relation to ,the scholarship of his
schools, is as a traveler going into a far country to,
earn wages and to bring back treasures from its vast
stores of wealth. In relation to the children and
youth, the supervisor is as a pioneer going into a
great wilderness of primeval forests to make them a home
of civilization. In relation to the schools, the super
visor is as a sea captain of the medieyal time upon a
chartless sea.

The business of a supervisor is to cast a genial in
fluence over his school, but otherwise he is not to
interfere with the work. -

Pierce also shows that supervisional philosophy was

indefinite. Quoting from the Annual Report gf !b& School

Committee of Boston, 1877, Pierce says,4 "Merely looking on

and seeing teachers teach is not the supervision of instruc

tion which is to be expected of a principal. II Discussing

the principal of the 80's, Pierce states that this official

was expected to make the influence of his personality felt

in every corner of the school and to be familiar with the

personal influence of every teacher. He was expected in his

round of brief daily Visits to eaoh room, to participate,

even if only by a few words, in the work, thus showing his

interest and making his presence felt.

The laissez fair~ attitude toward supervision is

4
Paul Revere Pierce, ~ Origin and Development Ql

the Public School Principalship, (Chicago, Illinois: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1935), p. 71.
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further emphasized by the following. authentic copy of super-

visory notes given ~o a rural schoof teacher fifty ,years

ago.

January 10, 1889

Miss Davis:

Your school-room is tolerably clean' for such a mUddy
time. What decorations you have are very nice. One of
your outhouses is a little wet. Remember that the con
dition of the school-room, and of its surroundings has
much to do in the moral development of pupils; also in
developing order and system. Give the subject of uncon
scious education special thought. This will help you to
do better work on the thought side. Employ the group
method in teaching the primary pupils reading. The and
~ should be spoken as though they belong to the follow
ing word as follows: The~, these two words should be
spoken as one word; by this means you can secure natural
ness in expression, and avoid word calling. Do not as
sist pupils too much. Remember that there are two
reasons for teaching or studying any branch: the first
and most important is to develop the mind by exeroising
it, and the second is to store the mind with facts and
principles that may be used in the affairs of life.
therefore give pupils plenty of mind exercise.

(I. Exercise is the great law of mental development.)
(II. Repetition of thought and feelings fixes them. )
(III. The work must be made interesting.) If your pu
pils are greatly interested in their work, it is evidence
that you are doing work on the thought side.

Do not give so much attention to the form or expres
sion side of your work. Let the thought side receive
special attention. The form or expression should be in
cidental. Reach the understanding of pupils, that is
get them to see clearly the true relation of ideas and
thoughts. (Refer to Sandison's Theory of the School.)
Be as cheerful as possible. Bring the sunshine of glad
ness into the school-room. Be enthusiastic, and do all .
in your power to work up a good school sentiment in your
district. (Refer to the school Manual.) Your pupils
seem orderly and most of them busy which speaks well for
your work.
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Your position and movements are good. Cultivate a
pure tone of voioe. Do all in your power to get your
pupils to Join"the young people's reading oirole. Let
us assist them in forming the Reading Habit. We oan do
them no greater good than to help them form a love for
good books. Let us proteot them against the evil ef
feots of impure literature. Do all in your power to
make your institutes the best. Do not negleot the work
of the Teaohers' R. C. CUltivate a professional spirit.
Read the manual oarefully, and follow the course of
study as closely as possible. Make speoial preparation
for each day's work. Watch olosely the language of pu
pils, also the pronunoiation of words. From what I
have heard, and can see, I am confident you are doing
right well for a beginner. If we oan assist you in any
way, let us know.

Your sinoere friends,

J. O. Lewellen

D. N. Peterson5

The first years of the present century were marked

by an extension of supervisory activities practiced by prin

cipals. The plan-book appeared in this period. 6 In 1902,

principals in St. Louis were required to evaluate the lesson

plans of apprentice teachers. In 1903, the Board of Super

intendents in New York characterized the time and energy

spent by teachers in "writing out elaborate plan and prog

ress books lt as an unnecessary burden. They suggested in-

5 "The Elementary Principal as Supervisor in the
Modern School," The Eleventh Yearbook, The California
E~ementary PrinoIPals' Association, 1939:-

6
Paul Revere Pierce, ~ Origin and Development Qt

!b& Public School Prinoipalship, (Chicago, Illinois: Univer
sity of Chioago Press, 1935), pp.75-76.
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stead that the principal should co-operate with teachers in

making a monthly oX: term plan, sUbject to modification.

Young principals in New York were commended, in 1905,

for a "growing individuality" in their work and all princi

pals were encouraged to make their schools eminent in some

one phase of the curriculum on the supposition that, with

this accomplished, they would not rest until their schools

attained general excellence.

An associate professor of New York schools in 1909

sounded a warning that registered fear that principals were

overdoing the introduction of new methods.

The principals continue to show commendable zeal in
their endeavors to improve the work 1n their schools; at
times, however, a hint of warning is necessary to pre
vent the over-zealous from ass~ing that everything new
is necessarily an improvement.

A leaning toward autocracy seems evident in the

statement of supervisory duties by Associate Superintendent

Calkins in 1910.

The principal should direct the work of the teachers
in unison. He should know what each class is doing at
any hour and he should have all teachers intelligently
working on the same general plan and accomplishing near
ly the same excellent results. 8

7 Paul Revere Pierce, The Origin and Development Qf
the Public School Principalship, (Chicago, Illinois: Univer-'
sity of Chioago Press, 1935), p. 76.

8 Ibid., p. 61.
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The prevailing philosophy of this period is evident
. ,g . .

in MoMurry's report of supervision in New York City. He

stated that the prinoipal was responsible for suoh an organi

zation of the school as would seoure a high moral tone and

for suoh assistanoe to teaohers as would plaoe the institu

tion on a high plane. Furthermore, he said that it was the

duty of the prinoipal to surround the teaoher with suoh an

atmosphere as would enoourage her to think her own thoughts

and to express them frankly, to be her normal self; also to

impress upon her that he was ever watohful of her provision

for self-expression among her pupils. The prinoipal's worth,

aooording to this eduoator, was to be jUdged primarily by

hie skill as a leader, as a teaoher of teaohers, and his

first duty to his teaohers was to help them grow profession

ally.

He desoribed two types of supervision in another part

of his report. In the first type, intensive supervision,

the prinoipal observed an entire recitation in order to

stUdy, together With the teaoher, how even the smallest

teaohing unit was related to the aims and prinoiples of edu

oation. They sought to disoover wherein the reoitation was

9
Report of Committei Qn Sohool Inquiry Board ~

Estimates and Appointments City of New York: 1911-13),
PP. 333-54.
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strong or weak and wherein it might be improved. This meth

od of supervision p~esupposed the principal to be a real

student of education. "And that is," his comment ran, "what

the great mass of principals are not."

The second type, extensive supervision, gave the prin

cipal an opportunity to study not the whole recitation but

some important feature of it, such as the form of the teach

er's questions, the proper use of voice, or clear enuncia

tion. According to that plan, the principal remained with

the teacher only long enough to observe her practice in any

one case. Then, following some 'definite standard, he dis

cussed his observation with her.

McMurry illustrated supervisory attitude by describ

ing a visit to a third grade room in which the pupils were

memorizing a poem. To the visitor the young teacher had

seemed to be doing reasonably well. However, the principal,

after a few minutes of observation, appearing to be dissat

isfied, himself took charge of the class and taught for ten

or fifteen minutes. He later pointed out to the visitor

that the teacher had not followed his direction.

Did you not observe that the teacher was standing in the
back part of the room? A teacher, when a class is memo
rizing, should never stand in the back ~art of the room
except, (He mentioned three exceptions.) Then did you
not observe that the stanza had not been written on the
blackboard? It is one of my rules that the gem to be
memorized shall be placed on the board in front of the
class so that all eyes can be looking in the same direc
tion at one time.
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Each child had a printed copy of the poem in his text book.

When the principal took the class, he Summoned the teacher

to the front of the room, bade her write the poem on the

blackboard" and he proceeded through six or seven "steps"

which had been typewritten and furnished to the teachers.

The visitor was presented with a copy as he left the room.

Again, McMurry discussed the procedure of New York

principals whereby their theory of ·supervision was to have

all teachers instructed to teach a given topic in the same

way and the supervisory visit checked their faithfulness in

folloWing the method. This mod& of supervision, he believed,

was the generally accepted plan in New York at that period.

His survey of New York schools led him to conclude that

there is a serious lack of theory among the principals as to

how the work of supervising instruction should be undertaken.

The theory that seems most common is that based on the idea

that the degree of uniformity secured is one measure of the

excellence attained. Finally, the report stated that there

was little study of the method of supervising, although it

was even then considered the most important work of the

prinoipal.



CHAPTER III

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MODERN CONCEPT OF

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION

Early supervision was indefinite, groping. During

the first decade of the present century, a consciousness of

the need of organization in this field became evident. As

with most human endeavors in their ~ncipiency, much shifting

of viewpoints characterized the period of initial organiza

tion of supervision of instruction. At the beginning of the

second decade of the century, the pendulum swung from ex

tremevagueness in supervisory concepts to rigid dogmatism.

SUbject matter and uniformity of method were given precedence

over teacher initiative and child need.

Eliot was the first to foreshadow in definition the

modern idea of supervision. According to him, "Supervisory

control is concerned with what should be taught; when it

should be taught; 1Q.~, l2Z Whom, how, and to what pup

pose. 1110

11Very interesting is the enumeration in an article on

10 E. C. Eliot, City School Supervision (Yonkers-on
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1914), p. 12.

11
F. Bobbitt, "Supervisory Leadership on the Part of

the High School Principal," School Review, 27:733-47, Decem
ber, 1919.

I
I

i
~ I'
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Supervi~ory Leadership in 1919, of decidedly progressive

needs: co-ordinating departmental efforts, delegating re

sponsibilities, and maintaining a high standard in the pro-

fessional knowledge of the supervisor.

Gray's article12 five years later shows further prog

ress. He desoribed the function of supervision as the

improvement of instruotion, the oonstruotive elimination of

ineffioient efforts and misapplied-energy. He advocated

seeing the work of the grades relatively and With a view to

the final outoome.
13

In 1920, Nutt asserts that the goal of supervision

is to improve teaohers in service and to secure efficient

teaohing results. He would have the supervisor select and

organize the subject matter for oourses of study, direct

teaching aotivities of his teaohers, and measure the effi

cienoy and progress of pupils and teaohers. The supervisor,

aooording to Nutt, is there to help the teaoher. She should

feel 'free to oonsult him at any and all times and upon any

phase of her work. His endeavor should be to develop inde

pendence and effioiency in teaohers. The supervisor's

12. William S. Gray, "Methods of Improving the
Teohnique of Teaohing," Elementary School Journal, 20:263
275, Deoember, 1919.

13 H. W. Nutt, ~ Supervls10q Qt Inst~uction (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920), PP. 29-32.
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ideas and techniques should not interfere with the develop

ment of reliability, of JUdgment, initiative and originality

on the part of the teacher. Supervisory criticism should be

constructive and techniques should vary to meet circumstances.

Nutt's principles of supervision were revolutionary.

He presented supervisor and teacher as co-workers with com

mon knowledge of the basic educational factors; namely, the

school as an institution, the pupi~s and their characteris

tics, and the various teaching techniques. The supervisor

was no longer in the role of an all-knOWing autocrat, but

his contribution to the educati~n of pupils taught was made

through the work of the teachers under his direction.

A further advance toward the modern conception of

supervision is eVident in Burton's statements

Supervision has to do with

1. The improvement of the teaching act.

2. The selection and organization of subject matter:
evaluation of subject matter and text books, revi
sion of courses of study, study of learning motiva
tion.

3. Testing and measuring: standardized testing for
olassification, diagnosis, gUidance.

4. The improvement of teachers in service through
teachers' meetings, professional reading, bUlletins,
intervisitation.

5. The rating of teachers: teaoher self-rating. 14

14 W. H. Burton, Supervision and the Improving Qt
Teaohing (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1923), p. 9.
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Commenting on these principles in a later text, the
. 15_

co-authors pointed out that this definition did not dis-

tinguish between major and minor functions. Persistenoe of

earlier ideas was eVident, espeoially in the insistenoe on

improving the work of the teacher.

Fannie Dunn in the same year writes: .

Instructional supervision has the large purpose of
improving the quality of instruction, primarily by pro
moting the professional growth-of all teachers, and
secondarily and temporarily by correoting deficiencies
of preliminary preparatiQn for teaching by the training
of teachers in servioe.16

Reperoussion to the idealism herein desoribed is found

in a magazine article of the time. The author states that

John Dewey has plaoed eduoational practioe in this country

twenty years behind eduoational theory; hence, most teachers

of the period were giving lip service to a co-operative type

of supervision in whioh teaching was regarded as a profes

sion. Nevertheless, the supervisor set up rigid standards,

put a premium on rule-of-thumb teaohers, and was unduly con

cerned about method, and not at all aware of teacher back

ground. The final paragraph of the article eVinced definite

protest: liThe determination of aims, policies by a superior

15 A .• S. Barr, W. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueckner, Sup-
ervision: Principles ~ Practioes 1n 1b& Improveme~t ~
Instruction (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1936 , p. 5.

. 16 Fannie Dunn, IIWhat Is Instructional Supervision?1I
Proceedings of !b& National Education Association, 1923, 61:
763.
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force with no participation of the teacher is bound not only

to stunt teacher gpowth but to stultify him. 17

The fact that teachers were circumscribed is demon

strated by Cubberley's planned supervision. He would have

the supervisor make a monthly plan for classroom supervi

sion; mimeograph the plan, and place it on'the teacher's

desk. The role of the supervisor was to inspect the work

thus carried on. One such plan fallows:

October Classroom Supervision Program

Supervisory purpose: to ascertain the effective
ness and the extent of the correlation of the
Language Work instruction, grade by grade, from
1st to 8th, A and B sections, oral work.
Main objectives: Is growth regular and constant?
Are there lapses? If so, where and why? Where
most difficulties? Of what nature? Are we trying
to do the best things, and in the best way?
Special difficulties of our school?
Supplemental QbJectives: Art of questioning

Thought-provoking instruction
Lesson assignments

Supervisory purpose: Same as preceding week, but
concentrated on the written work. Some written
test work.
~i~ ob1ectives: Same as preceding week.
Supplemental objectives: Character of the written
work, with reference to SUitableness, thought
provoking quality, and correlation.
Note: Supervisory results of this and preceding
week to form basis for discussion at bUilding
teachers' meeting of October 17th.

16-20 Supervisory purpose: Instruction in oral reading

17 Jesse N. Newlon, IIReorganizing City School Super
vision,lI Journal Qf. Educational Method, p. 404, June, 1923.
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and phonics, grades 1-3,' all sections, and transfer
value of ins'tiruction to silen,t-reading work of grades
3 and 4.
Main objectives: Pupil growth in mastery of word
forms? Growth in power to pronounce quickly and read
accurately? Value or otherwise when transfer comes
to silent thought-getting reading? Is the transfer
easy and natural, or is there a 10s8 that may be
prevented?
Supplemental ob!ectives: Do we use ~ means to an end,
as measured by subsequent power and growth, or do we
overemphasize (or under emphasize) the means? Where
is the desirable balance? Do we make the transition
easily from the word and short sentence to the para-
graph as a thought unit? -

23-27 Supervisory purpose: Pronunciation, spelling, and
word-analysis power of pupils grade by grade. Some
written and oral tests.
Main obJecti,~~A: Is there a gain in power? Do the
upper grades continue to ·increase power? Overempha
sis? Lapses? Improvements? Time allowance and
effectiveness?
Supplemental ob1ectives:

Teaching technique.
Pronunciation drills.
Lesson assignments on words.
Training in dictionary use.

Note: Supervisory results of this and preceding week
to form basis for discuslaon at bUilding teachers'
meeting of October 31st.

Discussing supervision in the high school in 1925,

Johnson deplored the fact that although supervision had been

practiced in the elementary school for a considerable time,

there was no book dealing expressly with supervision in the

high school, and very few helpful articles on the subject

had appeared in the Journals. He contended that supervision

18 E. P. Cubberley, ~ Principal and His School
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin C~mpany, 1923), p. 437.
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inoludes muoh more than the attempt to improve the teohnique

of teaohers merely from the observat1on of their work in the

,classroom. Fundamental to supervision is the consideratioh

of educational aims and values and the selection and organi-

zation of the materials of instruction to meet these aims.

According to him, an effective program for -the improvement

of instruction would include:

1. A liberal allowance of time for observing teachers
at work.

2. A detailed knowledge of what constitutes good
teaching.

3. A technique of supervis1on.

4. A spirit of co-operation on the part of the teach
ers based on a recognition of the value to them of
such a program.

5. The testing of results. 19

The emergenoe of modern trends in supervision appear

at intervals in the educational literature of this decade.

Frazier20 states that teachers must be made to feel their

responsibility for a supervisory program by assisting

with the formation of courses of stUdy and by contributing

ideas to supervisory procedures.

19 F. W. Johnson, The Administration~ Supervision
.Q.f.~ High School (New York: Ginn and Company, 1925),
p. 340.

20 B. W. Frazier, "Human Factor in Supervision,"
American Sohool Board Journal, 69:35-7, November, 1924.



sense of the word an equal.

In 1926, Gist brought the child into prominenoe in his

understanding of supervision. He said the supervisor should

effect:

1. The improvement of teachers in servioe. The princi
pal should recognize that the growing teacher secures
the best results.

2. The improvement in the quality of instruotion. This
deals with tools and instruments of teaching.

3. The establishing of standardized goals of attainment.

4. Co-ordination of work.

5. Characterization of the pupil from all angles:
physioal, mental, social, and moral. 22

23
Collings also was mindful of the place of the ohild

21
J. H. Blackhurst, Dtrected Observat!on and Supervised

Teaching (New York: Ginn and Company, 1925 , p. 402. .

22 A. S. Gist, ~lementary School Supervision (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926), p. 1

23
Ellworth Collings, Sohool SupervisiQn 1n Theory and

Praotice (New York: Thomas Crowell Company, 1927), P. 115.



Uhl, The SuperVision SJf.. Secondary
D. Appleton and Company, 1929),

20
,

when he directed the supervisor to aid the teacher in over-

coming particular difficulties of teaching, such as teacher

participation instead of child participation, teacher goals

instead of child goals, and teacher drives instead of child

drives.

"Supervision of some kind i8 as old as American edu

cation, but supervision of the kind we are discussing today

is yet in its infancy."24 Thus wrote Bertha Holmes in an

article in Education, and justifying her statement she

quoted a superintendent of schools as condemning much super

vision because it has been "narr0w-visioned dictation" and

"strait-jaCketed response" based on domination rather than

inspiring leadership. Following Dewey's philosophy that

the "end of growth is more growth," she contended that

teacher growth means pupil growth and that supervision repre

sents a new profession which will in time play an important

part in the development of American life •

. Uhl25 in speaking of supervision on a secondary level,

stressed the need for teacher improvement as the first chal

lenge to the supervisor. Supervision, as he saw it, also

24 B· IIertha E. Holmes, The Supervision of Instruction,
Present Aim of Supervision," Education, May, 1927.

25 William L.
Sub.1ects (New York:
Chapter II:.

!
i
I

J-----------------
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included the selection and encouragement of significant

teacher-pupil activ~ties and the regUlation of SUbject mat

ter so as to avoid duplication.

Developments in supervision very much resemble the un

folding of a progressive historical plot. The men of one

generation stand on the shoulders of those preceding them,

using their discoveries and embellishing them With experi

ences of their own. Thus Stone more nearly approached the

ideal stressing leadership rather than diotatorship in his

seven points to seoure instruotional improvement:

1. Correlation, co-ordination, and integration of the
work of teaohers and supervisors. This preoludes
effective eduoational leadership of the prinoipal to
prooure the maximum opportunity for pupil growth in
eaoh subjeot.

2. Adaptation of the oourse of study to local needs and
provision for needed supplements. FleXibility of
courses of stUdy is reoognized.

3. Improvement of materials and instruments of instruo
tion.

4. Improvement of classroom organization and pupil
plaoement.

5. Looation and strengthening of weak spots in total
instructional program. This can be done through con
tinuous supervisory survey and the inauguration of
co-operative supervisory proJeots to strengthen weak
places.

6. Development of a good school spirit, oommendation of
pupils and teaohers in this oonneotion.

7. Improvement of instruotion through teaoher growth.
Making teachers self-helpfUl should be the objeotive
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of all supervisory activity.26

Stone conceived supervision as professional guidance

applied to the various situations in which the teacher finds

herself. He would have supervision scientific in this gUid

anoe. To this end, the principal was directed to use the

best standard measures available, to base his diagnoses upon

a set of guiding principles, to be able to suggest to the

teacher remedial measures. In order to exercise scientific

supervisionl the principal must be an untiring student of

scientific investigation bearing on his particular problems;

he must acquire the scientific attitude of going whereso

ever an adequate aocumulation of indisputable evidence leads;

he must proceed by the scientific method.

Finally, he would place supervision on a democratic

basis. He said that in many instances supervision has been

either merely inspectional in character or it has involved

on the part of the teacher conformance to plans, require

ments I' procedures, and devices determined without her par

tioipation or choice. In this connection, he quotes Profes

sor Charles H. Judd:

It seems to me that one of the great defects of super
vision in times past has been that the supervisor has

26
Clarence R. Stone, SupervisiQn ~ Elementarx SCQooll

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929), Chapters I and V.
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regarded it as his major duty to see that the teacher
conforms to some fundamental principle of teaching or
some' favorite mode of procedure that the principal
knows about.

Opposed to this supervision imposed from Without is

that which begins where the teacher is, attempts to locate

her teaching problems and difficulties, furnishes a guide

and co-worker in a common undertaking, and provides oppor-

tunity for the teacher to purpose, plan and experiment

under expert counsel and guidance. This is essentially a

democratic procedure.
27

Stressing democracy further, Cubberley would have

principals understand that supervision of classroom instruc

tion must be a co-operative affair between teacher and sup

ervisor; that the work of the supervisor is to diagnose dif

ficulties and needs, and to offer helpful suggestions rather

than critically to evaluate what the teacher does; that

expert technical knowledge is needed less than is the knowl

edge of sound teaching procedures common to all subjects.

Cubberley again stressed supervision on a democratic

basis when he stated that all supervision should be con

structive, that it should be characterized by kindliness,

consideration, and helpfulness, that it should promote unity

of purpose and oooperation.

27 E. P. Cubberley, Public School Administration
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929), p. 346.
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.
To summarize: The period from 1910 to 1929 tends to

feature definite goals in supervision. For the most part,

effort was centered on improving the work of the teacher.

By 1925, the principal was expected to be scientific.
28

Pierce quoted several annual reports to confirm this idea.

He said that the principal was expected to know the condi

tions of his school in a specific sense: what methods were

to be employed according to scientific principles in the

various grades in each subject. Principals began to utilize

scientific studies to discover in what grades oral reading

was effective and the lists of Horn, Ashbaugh, and others

were their gUides in the supervision of spelling. Graphs

and other statistical devices were employed in illustrating

pupil progress in arithmetic computation. Controlled experi

ments were conducted in testing remedial procedures in arith

metic and in evaluating the effectiveness of flash cards for

developing speed and comprehension in primary reading. Prin

cipals devised special aids for new teachers and printed

lesson plans for stUdy periods.

An outstanding development since 1918 has been the

emphasis placed upon the principal's ability to stimulate

28
Paul Revere Pierce, The Origi~ and Development Qt

the Public School Principalsh1~ (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1935), pp. 85-87.
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CHAPTER IV

MODERN TRENDS IN SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION

During the last period considered, the seeds of

modern supervisory thought have been effectively sown.

However, education is a changing, growing process as many

sided as the human mind. Therefore, the very important

educational function, supervision, -will continue to strive

for the ideal in bringing to fruition the best in super

visory thought of the past.

Historically speaking, enlargement of experience and

development of ideas are not always concomitant with growth.

Nevertheless, it is true that on viewing, kaleidoscopically,

the life patterns of succeeding generations, one sees def

inite growth, enrichment in each successive age. So it is

with supervision. The historical picture presents not mere

enlargement of perspective, but definite growth in profes

sional standards, in understanding of the agencies involved,

especially the teacher and the child, in the laying aside

of the proverbial bag of tricks and in the considering of

basic concepts.

Supervision is a continuous and permanent function

rather than an occasional and sporadic one. It is con-

ceived in recognition of pupil and teacher needs. It is

characterized by personal contacts and working relationships

I
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of many types. It requires officials of intelligence and

preparation, of tact· and JUdgment, of professional vision

and courage.

The supervisory activities purport to improve the

instructional work and to enrich the immediate and life-time

results of each pupil's school experience.

The supervisor of instruction endeavors to adjust

teachers to their working environment. He leads them to

real consideration of the pupilS, of each other, of the com

munity, and of the profession. He is a controlling and uni

fying influence, a correlating and integrating agency. He

promotes or brings into being a helpfUl association of

pupilS, grades, and teachers.

He is concerned with the appropriateness of the

materials of instruction, the effectiveness of their organi

zation, the validity of the methods employed, and the worth

of the measurement of reSUlts. He strives for uniformity in

standards of accomplishment. He assists teachers to sense

the unity of such curricula as may have been adopted. He

reduces pupil and teacher failure, discovers deficiencies

and shows how improvements can be made. He is at onoe

critic, coaCh, and oounselor directing and appreciating

teacher efforts and encouraging teacher initiative.

In calm, stUdiOUS, yet persistent fashion, he builds

the working morale which insures returns in every part and

!
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in the whole. He is a master teacher and a friend. He tells 

and shows teachers how to instruct, draws out their initia

tive and awakens their confidence. He helps ~hem to feel 

their dignity as teachers and to be constantly better pre

pared. He makes them critical of themselves. He utilizes 

their special talents ahd abilities in bringing them to full 

stature because he knows that progress is instinctive to the 

few but that the majority need leadership and incentive. 

This idealistic portrayal of a supervisor and of sup

ervision from an unidentifiable source is a fitting prelude 

to the consideration of some modern philosophies • 

. Several modern writers distinguish four major atti

tudes toward supervision: Laissez-.faire, autocratic, objec

tive or scientific, and democratic. 

The laissez faire attitude is self-explanatory. 

Teachers were inspected and rated. This was as far as the 

procedure went. If teachers wished to improve, they were at 

libert~ to do so. If they were unsatisfactory and seemed 

unwilling or unable to improve, effort was made to eliminate 

them. 

Discussing the coercive or autocratic attitude, Barr, 

Burton, and Brueckner29 describe it as a move away from 

29 A. 
Supervision: 
Instruction 
p. 36. 

s. Barr, w. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueckner, 
Principles and Practices 1n ~ Improvement Q( 

(New York: D. Appleton Century Company, 1938), 
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2. This concept is destructive of personality values,
particularly of initiative and. originality. Re
pressions, inhibitions, and even complexes may result.

3. The concept sets up a highly improper relationship be
tween supervisor and teacher. Fear and di~8rust

enter. Insincerity and dishonesty result.

Two attitudes toward supervision are well illustrated

by the following quotations from letters of teachers. It

is interesting to note by the second that the autocratic

philosophy of supervision is not altogether without merit.

Whether or not onels individuality is hampered depends
on,the supervision. I think of two supervisors who were
entirely different, the one allowing me to use my judg
ment on all matters, but at the same time keeping in close
touch With what I was doing and offering constructive sug
gestions, the other narrowing me to details so that I
felt pinned down and hampered in a great many thinge. I
never knew whether by taking the initiative I was doing
the right thing or whether the supervisor would object.
I felt that he paid too much attention to trifles and
this tends to narrow a teacher, certainly.

At the beginning of my career I WaS subjected to
rigid discipline by the head of my department. The man
knew how to teach German and his results were remarkable,
but he had the reputation of not being able to keep
teachers in his department; he treated them so severely.
The man nearly killed me with supervision, example, di
rection, but I owe everything today to him. I hated him,
but II stuck" because I felt he had something fine. I re
mained with him five years, and we became fast friends.
Today I teach according to his ideas, with some changes.
He taught through inspiring terror; I give the boys and
girls fun--and get just as good results as he did--using
methods similar to his. No day goes by but that I rea1-

30
H. B. Alberty and V. T. Thayer, Supervision 1n the

Secondarx School, (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1931),
Pp. 20-29.
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ize WhaglI owe to his supervision. But he nearly drove
me m~d. t

Two more quotations from teachers' letters portray .

vividly supervisory philosophy.

Principals come and principals go in our schools-
some for one reason, some for another; and this fall we
have a fresh specimen pausinf with us en route upward.
(He told us so himself.) It s amusing, even if a little
difficult here and there, to recall the procession sinoe
I came ten years ago. First there was A, a pleasant,
sl~p-you-on-the-backsort of person, whose whole notion
of running a school was to jolly everybody into a sort
of psuedo-happiness. He was "promotedlt into business,
where he is succeeding well enough. We "carried on"
next with B, a cold-blooded executive. He didn1ttalk
education with us either, but how wise he could look and
how non-committal he· could be when we went to him--until
we learned better--for "advi~ell! But if he didn't talk
education, he did talk--nay he preached--eoonomy. Dear
exuberant, little Johnnie Phillips he suspended a week
for throwing away a piece of chalk. After two years he
became superintendent--naturally. Then came C. He was
the tragedy of the series, a man of sound common sense
and generous impulses, but Nature hadn't blessed him
with early culture. He wore his school clothes to Presi
dent Bradley's dinner and ate ice cream with a spoon; so
of course he had to go. D doesn't count--at least, he
didn't, De mortuis nihil.

And now we have E. He is a trained educator, he knows
the conventions of life, and he is industrious. So far,
so.good. But he won't last. With all his advantages, the
poor boy has already doomed himself by his patronizing
airs. At the first teachers I meeting he antagonized all
of us whom he didn1t amuse by his calm assumption that
after all our years of service here we knew nothing or
less than nothing about our work. As he talked on and on
I glanoed about and took inventorY: Miss Wilkins with
her refinement and tact, Mr. Frank with his imperturbable

31 IISupervision in Seoondary Education," Junior-
Senior High Sohool Clearing House, 10:80-84, October, 1935.
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calm and patience, Lucy Yonceywith her tremendous
energy and sha~ tongue, Lola Bell who has nursed more
discontented pUpils back to interest and industry than
the rest of us together, and so on through the corps •.
Of course, the usual crop of new teaohers we don't know
yet. But Mr. E. knows, he said he did, and he never for
got to imply our ignorance and inoompetence.

Then at assembly he offended half the old pupils and
failed to stimulate the new ones. I wonder what reports
went to three hundred homes after that first talk, and
what support he can count on. Poor boy, he's in bad at
the start--all, or almost all, because he can't imagine
how other people feel and think, or that they do feel
and think. He's off on the wrong foot, and at the end
of the year he'll be off on the right train.

And finally--I mustn't bore you too long chattering
about this temporarr. disturbance of ours--when he made
his first round of 'inspection" he found nothing but
faults, and he made no bones about telling us about them,
even though the pup~ls heard or guessed all he said. 
What will it profit the school if he convinces everybody,
us included, that we are all wrong, and he is entirely
right? After all we have put into the school the best
we had, and I have a notion it's quite as much ours as
his anyway.

The second letter is more encouraging.

The only thing new is the principal, and he is dread
fully new. He is young and I feared he would do as his
predecessor did two years ago, try to change everything-
not because everything was wrong, but because he felt it
necessary to do something to make us know he was on the
job.

But I must say this for our young friend, we got
under way this morning with the minimum of confusion and
loss of time. Of course there was at first the boister
ous noise of pupils as they came in bubbling over With
animal spirits accumulated during the summer, most of
them ready, I dare say, to give or to accept a challenge
from teachers and principal alike. But our young boss,
instead of spending futile effort trying to shut them
up, gave them something to do. He had his plans all
ready and in an hour we were under way as if we'd been
running a week.

i
I
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This morning he came into my room as unostentatious
lyas a friend, and gave me a nod to go on, and sat
quietly through the whole period. Think of it, a whole
period With never a peep, and he a principal! But he'
seemed to know what he was looking for and the word he
said as he left the room made me think he was looking
for the good.

It was the first recognition of what I've tried to do,
the first real honest-to-goodness praise I've ever had.
Other people have superficially flattered me, but this
man knows good teaching, I can see that, and overlooking
my blunders he saw into the heart of my effort. I'm for
him--strong! And when he comee again I'm going to show
him how really good I can be. 32

These letters do not define a philosophy of super

vision, but they certainly give a supervisor a chance to

view his philosophy in practice. If theory and practice

could give the kiss of peace, ideal supervisory endeavor

would result.

An intermediary step between an autocratic philosophy

on the one hand, and a scientific and democratic philosophy
33

on the other, is described by Barr, Burton and Brueckner.

They would characterize this type of supervision by the

words training and gUidance. It was still maintained that

the supervisory levels knew best. The teacher was to be

trained and gUided, but the fact that many teachers were

32 Thomas H. Briggs, Improying Instr etion: Super
vision ~ Principals 2t Secondary Schools ~New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1938), PP. 50-51.

33 A
•

SuperVision:
Instruction
p. 36.

S. Barr, W. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueckner,
Principles ~ Practices in the Improvement 2l

(New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1938',
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poorly trained bUlked large. Training and gUidance came

from above, but there was clearly the thought that the train

ing was for the good of all--to be directed toward the

betterment of the teacher herself as well as her technique.

Personal development was indicated however dimly. In this

type, there was no idea of teacher experimentation as a

technique of growth. Self-development was not yet clearly

seen. However, this was a marked advance over earlier con-

ceptions. Doubtless the bulk of supervision is today domi

nated by principles of training and gUidance. The better

type of truly democratic, cooperative, and participatory

supervision is increasing but not yet dominant.

Much discussed in the educational literature of to-

day is the next type of supervision to be considered; namely,

scientific supervision. Now, science may be said to be re

search to establish principles and facts. Bobbitt defines

science as lithe best vision of reality which mankind has

yet been able to achieve. n34 Proceeding from definition,
35

Gist says that the research for scientific data in education

34
Franklin Bobbitt, "Educational Science and Super-

vision ll , .First Yearbook, Depf!rtment .Q!. Directors a:nQ" Super
visors ~ Instruction, National Education Association, 1928,
Chapter XVIII.

35
Arthur S. Gist, The Administration Q! Supervi§iQn

(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934), Chapter VI~'
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and the organization and application of the best known

principles and tec~iques discovered for the improvement of

teaching may be said to be scientific supervision.

In scientific supervision, therefore, basic princi

ples are not only discovered but they are organized and

applied to teaching situations. Many bUsy persons engaged

in supervision will have little time for the discovery of

new soientific data, their main duty being, the application

of established principles. The supervisor must know and

utilize through adaptations to his own unique situation such

scientific conolusions as we have.

At its worst, scientific supervision means over

emphasis upon qUick and narrowly objeotive results in funda

mentals. As Barr, Burton and Brueckner point out, it may

force teachers to adhere closely to the "normal ourve" in

distributing marks. Detailed rating schemes may be used.

There may be remedial programs of a mechanical and "subject

matter" type. There is danger of too much reliance upon

limited, fragmentary, and misleading, although truly objec

tive data. Often, there is no careful consideration of

what is ob.1ective. These authors say, "Science aided us in

disposing of the highly undesirable persona~ authority of

individuals in power. There is often substituted an equallY

!
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authority of soience. n36undesirable woodenly unpersonal

At its best, soientific supervision promotes con-

structive, oritical thinking. It looks upon measurement as

a means of refining thinking. Considered in this light,

standardized tests, whether they gauge intelligence or

achievement or are used for diagnostic purposes, are in their

proper perspective. It will be remembered that the results

of the testing of the human variable will always have limita

tions. There is no doubt, however, that standardized test

ing does much to clear the atmosphere of educational thinking

in the field of evaluation. Such testing tends to replace

the baphazard and the casual by competent, objective, ana-

lytic methods.

Briefly, then, scientific supervision consists in

the employment of orderly, systematic, critical methods in

stUdying, improving, and evaluating anything within its

province, including its own materials and procedures. It

shOUld derive and use data and conclusions which are con-

stantly more objective, more precise, more efficient, more

impartial, more expertly secured, and more systematically

organized than are the data and conclusions of opinion.

36 A. S. Barr, W. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueckner,
Supervision: Principles and Practices in the Improvement 2i
Instruction (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1938),
PP. 55-56.



wholesomely follow such alterations. Cooperative activity

is fostered so that each individual may contribute to the

common cause.

The philosophy dominating the supervision implied in

the preceding paragraph is certainly democratic. Democracy

37
Harl R. Douglas and Charles W. Boardman, Super-

vision or Secondary Schools (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1934), p. 38.
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in supervision, as well as in education presupposes, first,
. 38

according to Barr, Burton and Brueckner, the recognition

of individual worth, not of individual equality. Men are

enormously unequal in knowledge, in insight, in appreciation,

in honesty, in ambition, in resouroefulness, in motor skills.

Men are not considered equal but they are to be considered.

They are to be recognized for their contributions, however

unequal they may be. Thus is attention directed to indi-

vidual differences and to the value and uniqueness of each

indiVidual.

Democracy, in the second'place, dUly respects the

group, society and its institutions. These are co-important

with the indiVidual. The individual and the group are not

stationary concepts governed by a set of fixed values to be

perpetuated by indoctrination. These social units are

evolutionary and fleXible.

Thirdly, democracy emphasizes responsibility and
39

leadership rather than the traditional authority. Brigg

suggests that the leader in a democracy is chosen and

38
S. Barr, W. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueckner,
Principles ~ Practices 1n the Improvement ~.

(New York: D. Appleton-Centu~y Company, 1938),

York:

A.
Supervision:
Instruction
PP. 46-47.

39 Thomas H. Briggs, Improving Instruction,
The Macmillan Company, 1938), P. 150.
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maintains his position because he is able not merely to

convince others of "the soundness of his ideas, but also to

recognize the soundness of those contributed by others and

to help incorporate them into a general plan. As Alberty

and Thayer have well stated it, "The democratic leader ex

presses the common will resulting from cooperative think-
40ing."

Lastly, democracy in sup.ervision means that teachers

have a right to grow. Good supervision encourages initia

tive, originality, self-reliance, self-expression. It

stresses success and lets failure slip into oblivion. As

Douglas and Boardman express the idea, supervision allows

a teacher lito have freedom to think his moJ!l thoughts,

to develop self-reliance, and to assume responsibility for

the intelligent participation in the direction of instruc

tion. 1I41 Thus does good supervision glean and adopt from

rich teacher personality the best in inspiration, the most

advanced in education, and the fullest cooperation offered

by those whose educational background is being ever en

larged and enriched.

40
H. B. Alberty and V. T. Thayer, Supervision 1n the.

Secondary Schools (New York: D. C. Heath and Company, 1931)

41 Harl R. Douglas and C. W. Boardman, Supervision of
Secondary Schools (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934)
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Barr, Burton, and Brueckner give five characteris

tics of democratic supervision. They say it

1. Respects the personality of the teacher: her
ambitions, special capacities, and personal
idiosyncracies.

2. Recognizes and deals sympathetically with the
human element of supervision.

3. Stimulates and encourages initiative, self
reliance, and individual responsibility.

4. Provides opportunities for-and encourages
freedom of expression in matters of instructional
policies.

5. Emphasizes the cooperative character of supervislon.42

No discussion of a demooratic program of supervision

should negleot to mention the salutary effect of judioious,

well-deserved praise. Laudatory recognition of a teacher's

work by her superiors stimUlates more than any other tech

nique and often influences the teacher to explore new fields

in education and to beoome proficient in them.

Foster mentions four implioations of the acoeptance

of demooracy as the basal philosophy of supervision:

1. That the school eXists for the pupil, not the
pupil for the sohool. Democratio supervision is
the supervision not primarily of teaching, but of
learning, and of teaohing only beoause it conduces
to learning.

42
A.

Supervision:
Instruction
p. 61.

s. Barr, W. H. Burton, and L. J. Brueokner,
Prinoiples ~ Practioes 1n~ Improvement of

(New York: D. ApPleton-Century Company, 1938),
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2. That the organization of the school must provide
for the social functioning of the educative
activity, with each number contributing to the
good of all and sharing in the benefits of the
contribution of all.

3. That the school's organization be that of an
institution rather than of a mere aggregation.

4. That the school is an institution of active
persons, not of passive things. Under good
supervision, pupil and teacher activity are
based on the initiative of the learner for
better learning. Such learning involves the
creation of some educational experience.
Creativeness is basal in' learning and hence
in supervision. 43

Creative supervision naturally follows from the

tenets of democracy in supervision. If the individual con

sidered in his relation to the group, is to be encouraged

in the practice of self-expression and responsibility, he

must necessarily be stimulated to creative thinking. Super-

44Vision is creative When, according to Douglas and Boardman,

it seeks latent talents, prOVides opportunities for the exer

cise of originality and for the development of unique con

tributions, and shapes and manipulates t he environment for

the furtherance of these ends.

43 H. A. Foster, W. A. Wetzel, and Bertha Lawrence,
High School Supervision (New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons,
1939), pp.6-9.

44
Harl R. Douglas and C. W. Boardman, Supervision of

Secondary Schools (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934T;
P. 39.
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Smith and Speer say,

Creative supervision is the essence of supe~visory
excellence. It adapts supervisory activities to the
requirements of teachers, pupils and community. It
uses methods, based perhaps upon previous experience
and study, but accurately adapted to a particular
teaching situation. Creative supervision encourages
and assists the processes of creative instruction.
It helps teachers, as well as pupils, find beneficen45
self-expression through socially useful enterprises.

Shannon states as the aim of creative supervision

the "creation in the entil"e facul t-y of a new philosophy, a

new attitude, a new level of ability, or a new level of
4.6professional knowledge."-

47
Briggs says that creative supervision attempts to

free teachers for the largest possible contribution that

they can by ingenuity devise for more effectively achieving

the ends of education. Confirming this attitude, Cubberley

writes, "The chief purpose of all classroom supervision is

that of liberating the teacher, freeing her from set pro

cedures and definite prescriptions, and developing her as

45 S. Smith and R. K. Speer, Supervision in the
Elementary School (New York: The Cordon Company, 1938),
p. 114.

46
J. R. Shannon, "Corrective and Creative Supervi

sion," Educational Method, January, 1933, pp.193-7.

47 T. H. Briggs, Improving Instruction (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. 24.
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far as possible, into a master teaoher.,,48

Creative supervision ooncerns itself mainly with per

sons and principles, rather than with proces ses and pra.ctices.

It "provides an opportunity for each teacher and each child

to grow through the exercise of his talents and abilities

under expert professional encouragement and guidance." 49

Creative supervision is a signpost of progress;

professional progress and progress in the understanding of

democratic ideals.

In summary and conclusion is quoted Arthur Gist's

contrast of autocratic and democratic supervision.

Autocratic Democratic

1. Leadership of teachers 1. Emphasis upon harmonious
through appeal to fear supervisor-teacher co-
of higher authority. operation.

2. Repression of interests, 2. Inspirational leadership
enthusiasms, and in- which respects and de-
dividualities and opin- velops the personality,
ions. abilities and enthusiasms.

3.• Emphasis upon strict 3. Emphasis upon interests,
rules and regula- co-operation and help-
tions administered in fulness which results
a dictatorial and arbi- in a happy, pleasant
trary regime. regime.

48
E. P. Cubberley, Public School Administration

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929)

49
"Creative Supervision", The Superintendent Surveys

Supervision, Chapter XII, Eighth Yearbook of the Department
of Superintendence, p. 344.
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4. Emphasis upon routine
routine pas~iveness.

4. Emphasis upon human
factors. 50

50
Arthur Gist, The Administration Q! Supervision

(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934), p. 103.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Supervision of instruction has run the gamut of the

philosophies. At first, shedding of the benign influence

was the extent of supervisory endeavor. From extreme indul-

gence and laissez faire, the supervisor proceeded to his

pUlpit to legislate as to lesson plans, methods, results.

The teacher more or less mechanically carried out his will.

He had an exalted idea of his own importance and superiority,

and he considered it his duty to improve the teacher by the

imposition of his own ideas and praotices. Progress was

evident when the attitude of gyidance emerged.

For a score of years, the idea of democracy has been

foUnd in educational literature. Much talking of it, much

theorizihg, much idealizing have resulted. In practice, the

phil~ophY of democracy in supervision is in its "growing

pain"'stage. Longing looks are cast by some administrators

and teachers at this Utopia. Painfully, yet hopefUlly, do

teachers await the day when democracy in supervision will

bring about a reasonable freedom for the exercise of ini

tiative and for experimentation. Grudgingly do some rather

narrow-minded supervisors recognize that modern trends make

it ineVitable that they surrender their autocracy. However,

general whole-hearted acceptance in practice of this

i
i
I
i
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vitalizing philosophy will be possible only when teachers

and supervisors are- educated, not trained. Adequate back-

ground does not consist of the ability to cope with educa

tional devices: standardized tests, the unit plan, the

normal curve, etc. True education must include an under-

standing of the principles of Christian philosophy to attune

the mind to logical thinking and accurate jUdging of what

will lead to the true, the good, the beautiful. Thus, will

many unsound educational tricks and trends remain without

the experience of the educated supervisor and teacher. They

will be guided by a philosophy which has for its purpose the

development of the whole child: physically, emotionally,

intellectually, spiritually.

Well could supervisors take for their model the

Great Educator, Christ, Who practiced the tenets of demo-

cratic sURervision;

-----1. Regard for individual worth as was illustrated

by His parables and teaching of those in every

life situation: the sower, the shepherd, the

fisherman, the husbandman, the prodigal son, the

Samaritan, the pharisee and the publican.

2. Recognition of the individual's place in relation

to society as a whole: "Render to Caesar the

things that are Caesar's, and to God, the things

that are Godls."

i,
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3. Promotion of the idea of participation in re

sponsibility. The disciples, His "teachers,"

took part with Him in the working of many mira

cles, in His teaching, and in the Last Supper.

They received the commission to do as He had

done. Most important of all, Christ lived inti

mately with them. He was their model, their in

spiration. This is the supreme contribution a

great leader makes to educational growth and

development. This continued contact of mind with

mind is the factor that leaves the most enduring

impression.

Within the last decade, educational literature re

fers to an even newer philosophy which has for its aim the

improvement of instruction through the improvement of the

superv)Eor in service. In the light of this philosophy

of the supervision of instruction are the following legiti-

mate aims:

1. Improving constantly the quality of supervision
~by training-in-service of supervisors.

2. Encouraging and motivating teachers to seek and
partake of supervisory help through an obvious
excellence of supervisory assistanoe.

3. Assisting teachers in the highly technical parts
of his job as he desires and seeks assistance.

4. Co-ordinating the lines of supervision and assistance
and organizing the results of the assistance so that

~I ------_..
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51it will be ~eadily available.

Wisdom and service will always enthrone its

possessor without help of artificialities and self aggran

dizement. This program will develop true educational lead

ers, even one of whom can by the sincerity, integrity, anct

idealism of his life influence mightily, not only his school

and community but leave his "footprints on the sands of edu

cational time."

51 B. Hollingshead, "Almighty Supervisors and Teach
ing Sinners," Educational Administration and Supervision,
22:608-18, November, 1936.
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